
Aluminum Appliance and Vending Machine Trucks

W esco Part No. 272410, 272411, 272412

Instructions for use:

1. Slide nose plate under load making sure load is fully seated on plate and against truck frame.

2. Unlock ratchet locking paw l.

3. Pull both ends of belt outward until there is enough to go around cargo

4. Lock belt clasp together on far side of cargo.

5 Place paw l in locked position by pushing lever to the left so that it engages ratchet gear securely.

Test by pulling on belt, making sure that it cannot be loosened further.

6. Using ratchet ighten belt to secure load. Be sure that paw l is in locked position so belt remains tight

when ratchet handle is released.

7. To release load, pull ratchet to loosen pressure on paw l and unlock paw l.  Belt is now free to be

loosened.

8. Tilt back truck to balance load. Deploy rear caster assembly by pulling up on side caster carriage

release while truck is tilted back. (272412 vending truck only).
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Replacment Parts

052911 Complete ratchet assembly and shaft

230050 Locking paw l assembly

054041 2-piece cargo belt

108227 Vinyl hand grip

150119 W heel

151247 Casters - 272412 vending truck only

109688 Noseplate rubber padding

108464 Rubber padding - 13ft. user cut to size

SPECIFICATIONS:

Part Number 272410 272411 272412

Model Number AAP-61 AAP-612 AVT-61

Capacity (lbs.) 550 550 550

Overall W x L x H (in.) 24" x 12" x 61" 24" x 12" x 61" 24" x 12" x 61"

Wheel (in.) 6" x 2" 6" x 2" 6" x 2"

Caster (in.) 2" x 1" 2" x 1" 2" x 1"

Weight (lbs.) 41 43 49


